Termination codon readthrough is utilized as a mechanism of expression of a growing number of viral and cellular proteins, but in many cases the mRNA signals that promote readthrough are poorly characterized. Here, we investigated the readthrough signal of Colorado tick fever virus (CTFV) segment 9 RNA (Seg-9). CTFV is the type-species of the genus Coltivirus within the family Reoviridae and is a tick-borne, double-stranded, segmented RNA virus. Seg-9 encodes a 36-kDa protein VP9, and by readthrough of a UGA stop codon, a 65-kDa product, VP99. Using a reporter system, we defined the minimal sequence requirements for readthrough and confirmed activity in both mammalian and insect cell-free translation systems, and in transfected mammalian cells. Mutational analysis revealed that readthrough was UGA specific, and that the local sequence context around the UGA influenced readthrough efficiency. Readthrough was also dependent upon a stable RNA stem-loop structure beginning eight bases downstream from the UGA codon. Mutational analysis of this stem-loop revealed a requirement for the stem region but not for substructures identified within the loop. Unexpectedly, we were unable to detect a ribosomal pause during translation of the CTFV signal, suggesting that the mechanism of readthrough, at least at this site, is unlikely to be dependent upon RNA secondary-structure induced ribosomal pausing at the recoded stop codon.
INTRODUCTION
Translation termination begins when a stop codon enters the decoding center of the A-site of the small ribosomal subunit. Stop codons are recognized by protein release factors, which subsequently promote hydrolysis of the peptidyltRNA linkage in the peptidyl transferase center of the large subunit (Petry et al. 2008; Loh and Song 2010) . In eukaryotes, termination requires the collective action of two release factors, eRF1, in part a structural mimic of an A-site tRNA (Song et al. 2000; Laurberg et al. 2008) , and eRF3, which stimulates the process. While eRF1 binds to and recognizes all three stop codons, the formation of an eRF1-eRF3 complex and the eRF3-associated GTPase activity are required for termination in vivo (for review, see von der Haar and Tuite 2007) . Termination is generally a highly efficient process, but is influenced by the nature of the stop codon present (UAA, UAG, or UGA) and its flanking nucleotides, especially the immediately adjacent 39 base (for review, see Harrell et al. 2002) . Some termination codon contexts are noticeably ''leaky'' (e.g., UGAC) (McCaughan et al. 1995) ; that is, they allow ''readthrough'' at frequencies ranging from 0.3% to 5% (Bertram et al. 2001) . In readthrough, the stop codon is misread as a sense codon (it can be said to have been ''recoded'') and decoded by a near-cognate or suppressor tRNA, with translation continuing to the next termination codon. Readthrough is exploited in the expression of several viral and cellular genes, where it is referred to as ''programmed'' readthrough (for review, see Namy et al. 2004; Dreher and Miller 2006; von der Haar and Tuite 2007; Namy and Rousset 2010) . Readthrough allows the production of a C-terminally extended polypeptide at a defined frequency, and in viruses it is often used to express replicases.
Until recently the body of experimental and comparative analysis had indicated that most plant, and many animal virus readthrough signals required only limited flanking information (Harrell et al. 2002) . For example, in the alphavirus Sindbis virus, expression of the viral polymerase (nsp4) by readthrough of a UGA codon was thought to require only a single cytosine residue immediately downstream from the stop codon (Li and Rice 1993) . Similarly, in the tobamovirus tobacco mosaic virus (TMV), expression by readthrough of 1 the p183 RNA-dependent RNA polymerase is believed to involve only the six bases following the stop (UAG CAA UUA) (Skuzeski et al. 1991) . Indeed, eukaryotic readthrough signals have been classified into three main groups based on either a (perceived) sole requirement for local sequence context (Types I and II), or the additional involvement of a 39 structural element (Type III) (Beier and Grimm 2001; Harrell et al. 2002) . In Type I, (tobamovirus-like), the six bases 39 of the stop codon usually conform to the motif UAG-CAA-UYA, and in Type II (alphavirus-like), the stimulatory context is generally UGA-CGG or UGA-CUA. Type III signals are exemplified by that of the retrovirus Moloney murine leukemia virus (MuLV), which possesses a 39 stimulatory RNA structure in the form of an RNA pseudoknot located eight nucleotides downstream from the gag UAG codon (Wills et al. 1991; Feng et al. 1992; Alam et al. 1999 ; for review, see Brierley et al. 2007 ). Recent work, however, has suggested that mRNA secondary structures are likely to be more generally involved in readthrough than had previously been thought (Firth et al. 2011) . In particular, phylogenetic and experimental analysis suggests that the definition of the Type II motif should (in general, though perhaps not ubiquitously) be modified to include a 39 RNA structural component. A functional 39 stimulatory RNA stem-loop has now been identified in several alphaviruses, including Sindbis virus, and is predicted for several plant viruses with Type II organization (Firth et al. 2011) . Secondary structuredependent readthrough signals present an additional level of complexity that could promote readthrough to higher levels or offer the possibility of regulation (Robinson and Cooley 1997; Orlova et al. 2003) .
In this study we describe an investigation of the readthrough signal of Colorado tick fever virus (CTFV) segment 9 RNA (Seg-9) (Fig. 1) . CTFV is the type-species of the genus Coltivirus within the family Reoviridae and is a tickborne, double-stranded, segmented RNA virus. Coltiviruses have been isolated from rodents, humans, and varieties of Ixodidae ticks. CTFV is endemic in northwestern America and is responsible for Colorado tick fever, a disease characterized in humans by symptoms including fever, chills, headaches, and malaise (Mohd Jaafar et al. 2009 ). CTFV RNA Seg-9 encodes a 36-kDa protein VP9 and by readthrough of a UGA stop codon, a 65-kDa product, VP99 (Mohd Jaafar et al. 2004 ). The readthrough product has previously been detected in virus-infected cells, but the signal has not been characterized beyond computer-aided RNA folding, which revealed the possibility of an RNA secondary structure downstream from the recoded UGA (Mohd Jaafar et al. 2004 ). Here, we used a readthrough reporter construct to investigate the CTFV readthrough signal. In addition to defining the key elements of local context, we identified and characterized a stable RNA hairpin located eight bases downstream from the UGA codon. Surprisingly, we were unable to detect a ribosomal pause during translation of the CTFV signal, suggesting that the mechanism of readthrough, at least at this site, is unlikely to be dependent upon RNA secondary-structure induced ribosomal pausing at the recoded stop codon.
RESULTS

Defining the 39 boundary of the CTFV readthrough signal
The first open reading frame (ORF) of the CTFV Seg-9 mRNA (nt 41-1051) ends in an opal (UGA) stop codon and encodes VP9, a structural protein of 337 amino acids; the second (nt 1052-1846) is accessed by readthrough of the UGA stop signal and encodes an extended, 602-amino acid product, VP99. To determine the minimal 39 region required for readthrough in CTFV, a 307-bp fragment of viral cDNA was cloned between the SalI and BamHI sites of the dualluciferase reporter vector p2luc (Grentzmann et al. 1998 ) to FIGURE 1. Characterization of the minimal sequence requirements for CTFV readthrough. (A) Schematic of the pCTFV-307 reporter mRNA. A portion of the CTFV Seg-9 sequence (indicated as a gray box) encompassing the VP9 UGA stop codon (16 nt upstream of and 208 nt downstream from the UGA) was cloned into the SalI and BamHI sites of the p2luc reporter plasmid. Transcripts for in vitro translation were generated using T7 RNA polymerase and EcoRI-cut pCTFV-307 and derivatives. The location of the T3 promoter present in the structure mapping construct pCTFV-121-T3 is indicated. (B) Deletion analysis of the CTFV readthrough signal. A series of reporter plasmid variants were prepared with stepwise, in-frame deletions from the 39 end of the inserted viral sequence. Plasmids were linearized with EcoRI and run-off transcripts translated in Flexi RRL at a final RNA concentration of 50 mg/mL in the presence of [ 35 S]methionine and 140 mM added KCl. The products were resolved by 12% SDS-PAGE and visualized by autoradiography. Molecular size markers were also run on the gel (M). The number of nucleotides 39 of the CTFV UGA is shown below the gel. Products derived from termination at the CTFV UGA (stop) or following readthrough (RT) are indicated by arrows. The readthrough efficiency of each mRNA is indicated (%RT). The asterisk (CTFV-30) highlights that this mRNA has a shorter stretch upstream ofgenerate plasmid CTFV-307 (Fig. 1) . The cloned fragment contained 16 bp upstream of and 288 bp downstream from the VP9 UGA stop codon, and was expected to contain all of the sequences necessary for readthrough based on other known viral readthrough signals (Namy and Rousset 2010) . CTFV-307 contains the Renilla (rluc) and Firefly luciferase (fluc) ORFs in the configuration 59 rluc-VP9-UGA-VP99-fluc 39, thus ribosomes that terminate at the CTFV UGA codon express rluc, and those that readthrough, an rluc-fluc fusion protein. CTFV-307 contains a T7 RNA polymerase promoter upstream of rluc, allowing synthetic mRNAs to be generated to investigate readthrough in in vitro translation reactions, and an SV40 promoter to facilitate examination of readthrough in transfected tissue culture cells.
The translation of in vitro synthesized EcoRI-cut CTFV-307 mRNA was carried out in Flexi rabbit reticulocyte lysate (FlexiRRL) supplemented with 140 mM KCl (see Materials and Methods) and gave products of the expected sizes (rlucVP9 ''stop'' product, z37 kDa, rlucVp9-VP99fluc readthrough product, z70 kDa) (Fig. 1B) . Following quantification, and taking into account the methionine content of the two proteins, the readthrough efficiency was calculated to be 4.1%; thus, approximately one ribosome in 25 reads through the Seg-9 VP9 UGA codon. In order to determine the minimal 39 sequence requirement for readthrough, further reporter plasmids were prepared that contained progressively less viral information at the 39 end. As can be seen in Figure 1B , the readthrough product was synthesized efficiently when $87 nt of CTFV sequence was present downstream from the stop codon, but was sharply reduced (to <0.5%) upon removal of a further 9 nt (CTFV-97). These data indicate that the CTFV readthrough signal is contained within a 106-nt stretch, of which 87 nt are present immediately downstream from the recoded UGA. Longer inserts were also tested (up to 469 nt, comprising over 60% of the downstream ORF) and the readthrough efficiencies were in the region from 4% to 6% (data not shown). Thus, it seems unlikely that additional mRNA elements are present outside of the 106-nt region identified above (and this is supported by phylogenetic analysis) (see Firth et al. 2011) .
RNA secondary structure probing of the CTFV readthrough signal
In their study of readthrough in CTFV, Mohd Jaafar et al. (2004) proposed the potential involvement of a stem-loop structure predicted by mfold, as shown in Figure 2 . We used enzymatic and chemical RNA structure probing to investigate whether this configuration formed in the mRNA. Plasmid CTFV-121-T3 was linearized with BamHI, T3 run-off transcripts synthesized, and the 153-nt long RNA end-labeled with [gÀ 33 P]ATP. The labeled transcripts were subjected to limited chemical and enzymatic RNA structure probing prior to analysis on 10% denaturing polyacrylamide gels. The enzymatic probes used were RNases CL3, T1, and U2, which preferentially cleave single-stranded C, G, and A residues respectively, and RNase A, which targets singlestranded CpA and UpA. A chemical probe was also used, lead acetate, which shows general specificity for single stranded regions. A representative stucture mapping gel is shown in Figure 2A ; and in Figure 2B the data are mapped onto the mfold prediction. The bases are numbered such that +1 represents the first base of the transcript and the recoded UGA thus corresponding to bases 49-51.
The structure mapping data were highly supportive of the stem-loop structure of Figure 2B . In the gel of Figure  2A , few single-stranded enzymatic cleavages were seen in the predicted stems, but several cuts were seen in the loops, including A 79 , A 82 , and A 83 in loop 1, and A 96 in loop 2 (RNase U2); G 94 in loop 2 and G 110 and G 112 in loop 3 (RNase T1); C 78 , C 84 in loop 1, and C 95 in loop 2 (RNase CL3); and C78, U81, C84 in loop 1, and C95 in loop 2 (RNase A). Strong protection from lead acetate cleavage was observed in two main regions, G 60 -G 72 and G 124 -C 137 , strongly supporting the existence of the long helix (stem 1) in the mfold of Figure 2B . In further support, no enzymatic cleavages were observed in this region. While the predicted base pairs at the top of stem 1 (U 73 -C 76 with G 120 -G 124 ) did show limited accessibility to lead acetate, and weak cleavage of U 73 was observed with RNases A and CL3, this is likely to be a consequence of the proposed unpaired base (C 122 ) in the 39 arm of stem 1 and the weak U 73 -G 124 pair in close proximity. It seems likely, therefore, that the top of stem 1 may ''breathe.'' Protection against lead acetate cleavage was also evident for stem 2 and stem 3, although not as strong as that seen for stem 1. This suggests that stems 2 and 3 may be less stable, and consistent with this, they have a greater proportion of AU and GU base pairs. Indeed, we noticed some cleavage of stem 3 with singlestranded enzymatic probes (e.g., weak RNase T1 cleavage of G 106 and G 109 ; strong RNase A cleavage of C 116 ).
The pattern of cleavages observed is highly consistent with the mfold prediction of a stable stem-loop structure with a pair of less-stable hairpins within the major loop. Taking the deletion analysis into account ( Fig. 1) , it is likely that the identified structure has a key role in readthrough. The end-point of the last functional deletion mutant (CTFV-106) was 87 nt downstream from the UAG, corresponding to base G 138 in the structure mapping RNA, which lies immediately downstream from the 39 arm of stem 1 (Fig. 2) . The next deletion mutant (CTFV-97) showed greatly reduced activity in readthrough and consistent with this, would lack most of the 39 arm of stem 1. The cleavage pattern flanking the major stem was largely consistent with single-stranded RNA conformation (e.g., the pentamer AAGGG at positions 37-41 was highly reactive), but there were noticeably fewer enzymatic cleavages around the recoded UGA and immediately 39 of this. It is possible that this region is inaccessible to the enzymes, perhaps due to steric hindrance, since it is accessible to the chemical probe.
Mutational analysis of the stimulatory stem-loop structure
To investigate the involvement of the stem-loop structure and its integral hairpins in readthrough, we introduced a series of mutations into this region and assessed readthrough in RRL. Initially, we focused on stem 1, creating individual complementary mutations within each arm of the stem that should destabilize the structure, and double mutations with changes in both arms of the stem that should be compensatory and allow the stem to reform (Fig. 3) . The first set of mutations were created in CTFV-121 and involved changes to three consecutive base pairs in two blocks, one in the lower region of stem 1 (LS1A, RS1A, S1Aflip), the other in the upper region (LS1B, RS1B, S1Bflip). As introduction of the RS1A mutation would generate an in-frame stop codon in the right arm of stem 1, it was necessary in RS1a and S1Aflip to simultaneously change the central GU pair to GC. As a control, therefore, a version of CTFV-121 was created that also included this change, CTFV-121-GC. In this mRNA, readthrough was found to be increased somewhat (to 6.2%) in comparison to the wild-type sequence (3.9%), probably a consequence of increased stability of this stem. The effect on readthrough of the destabilizing complementary changes in the lower and upper regions of stem 1 were very similar, with readthrough reduced dramatically. In mRNAs with the compensatory double mutations, readthrough was either fully restored (S1Aflip) or restored close to the wild-type value (S1Bflip). A similar pattern of readthrough was observed in assays in transfected 293T-tissue culture cells (Table 1) . Thus, the formation of stem 1 is critical in the promotion of efficient readthrough. To investigate this further, a series of six complementary and compensatory mutations were made to individual base 33 P]ATP and subjected to limited RNase or chemical cleavage using structure-specific probes. Sites of cleavage were identified by comparison with a ladder of bands created by limited alkaline hydrolysis of the RNA (OH-; RNA heated to 100°C for 0.5 or 2 min) and the position of known RNase U2 and T1 cuts, determined empirically. Products were analyzed on a 10% acrylamide/7M urea gel containing formamide. Enzymatic structure probing was with RNases CL3, T1, U2, and A. Uniquely cleaved nucleotides were identified by their absence in untreated control lanes (0). The number of units of enzyme added to each reaction is indicated. Chemical structure probing was with lead acetate (Pb; mM concentration in reaction). (B) The sequence of the probed CTFV RNA and the inferred secondary structure. The sensitivity of bases in the CTFV readthrough region to the various probes is shown for an mfold prediction. The first base of the transcript is numbered 1. The reactivies of the T1 (asterisk), U2 (open square), A and CL3 (black triangle) probes are marked. Lead cleavages are indicated by thin arrows. The size of the symbols is approximately proportional to the intensity of cleavage at that site. Also indicated is the location of the 39 edge of the truncated versions of CTFV-307 (labeled as in Fig. 1) , with the last viral base in each truncation emboldened.
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pairs along the length of stem 1. The pattern of readthrough observed for these constructs was similar to the block mutations above, in that destabilization of stem 1 reduced readthrough, and reformation of the base pair restored readthrough in all cases (Fig. 3B) . It was noticeable, however, that the inhibitory effect of the stem mutations showed some polarity, with individual destabilization mutations being highly inhibitory to readthrough when in the lower and central region of stem 1 (2, 4, 5, and 11 bp), yet, less so toward the top of the stem (13 and 17 bp).
We next investigated the potential involvement in readthrough of the integral hairpins (stem-loops 2 and 3), through destabilizing complementary changes in either the 59 arm of stem 2 (S2), the 39 arm of stem 2 plus the 59 arm of stem 3 (S2/3), or the 39 arm of stem 3 (S3) (Fig. 4) . A further mRNA was also generated (L7), in which the integral hairpins were deleted, leaving only seven bases in the loop of stem 1. From this analysis, it is clear that the substructures in the main loops are not involved in readthrough. Destabilization of the two stems, individually (S2, S3) or together (S2/3), had very little effect on readthrough, and reduction of the size of the main loop by deletion of the integral hairpins, in fact, stimulated readthrough somewhat. The latter observation could be a consequence of an improved stability of stem 1.
The observed approximately twofold reduction in in vitro readthrough efficiency of CTFV-121 in comparison to CTFV-106 was recapitulated in tissue culture cells and in an insect cell lysate in vitro translation system (see Table 1 and below). We do not know why this is the case, but a possible explanation is that some competition for folding of the main stem occurs in the presence of the additional 39 viral sequences of CTFV-121. A modest inhibitory effect was also noted for CTFV-307, albeit not for CTFV-187. The stemloop is predicted to fold independently (in all of the constructs with $87 nt downstream from the UGA) and there is no obvious potential for long-range interactions between the loop and downstream CTFV sequences. We suspect that in some mRNAs, sequences 39 of the stem-loop can affect stem-loop stability through stacking effects, but further work will be required to confirm this hypothesis.
Local context analysis of VP9 stop codon readthrough
The mRNA sequence immediately 39 of the stop codon (59-UGACGGUGU-39) is similar to that found in a number of Type II readthrough signals, suggesting that the specific sequence context of the VP9 UGA may also contribute to readthrough. We tested three aspects of local sequence context; the importance of the codons immediately 39 (CGG) or 59 (UGU) of the UGA, the effect of replacing the UGA codon with alternative stop codons (UAA or UAG), and the consequence of increasing or decreasing the spacing between UGA and stimulatory stem-loop structure. We began by introducing individual point mutations into the CGG triplet and measured readthrough in RRL ( Fig. 5; Table 2 ). Consistent with an involvement in readthrough, most of the mutations reduced readthrough frequency (especially GGG and CCG), albeit some triplets were tolerated (e.g., CAG, CGC, CGU). In a separate experiment, the CGG triplet was replaced by CUA, the codon found in the +1 position (with UGA codon denoted as zero) of the Sindbis virus readthrough signal, or by GUA as a control. With CUA, readthrough was reduced about fourfold, and virtually abolished with GUA. These experiments confirm the importance of the CGG codon and reveal that simple replacement of this codon by the +1 CUA codon present in the Sindbis virus signal (Type II) does not fully restore function. This may be due to inappropriate additional flanking elements or the presence of the stimulatory stem-loop. Mutational analysis of the UGU codon immediately upstream of the UGA (the À1 codon) revealed that this triplet contributes less to readthrough, with a reduction of no more than 50% with any mutation (excepting the change to UGA, which introduced an additional in-frame stop codon and abolished readthrough) and some instances where readthrough was stimulated a little. Replacing the UGU codon with the À1 codon from the readthrough signal of either the alphavirus Venezuelan equine encephalitis virus (VEEV; CAA) or the retrovirus MuLV (GAC) also leads to a stimulation of readthrough, up to twofold with the MuLV-1 codon GAC. How this effect is mediated is uncertain, but it could reflect changes in the mRNA primary sequence, the amino acid encoded by the À1 codon, or the identity of the tRNA decoding the À1 codon (Mottagui-Tabar et al. 1998) .
Suppression of the alternative stop codons UAA or UAG within the CTFV context was tested in 293T cells and in RRL (Table 1) . In 293T cells, readthrough of UAA and UAG occurred about three times less efficiently, but in RRL, readthrough was more dramatically reduced (z20-fold). We also investigated (in RRL) the effect of including the stimulatory À1 codons CAA or GAC, but this did not greatly promote readthrough of UAA or UAG (Table 2) . Readthrough of UAG in the context of the MuLV readthrough signal has been described previously in RRL (Feng et al. 1989) , suggesting that the CTFV readthrough signal must contain an element(s) that precludes decoding of UAG (see Discussion).
The necessity for an appropriate (8 nt) spacing between the stop codon and stimulatory RNA was tested by deleting or inserting a codon within the spacer region. Deletion of the +1 codon CGG reduced readthrough about 20-fold, whereas addition of a codon at this position (either CGG or UGU) reduced readthrough about threefold (Table 2) . While interpretation of these data is potentially confounded by local context effects, the simplest conclusion is that extending or shortening the spacer has a detrimental effect on readthrough, consistent with the requirement for an appropriate spacer length.
Readthrough in an insect cell lysate
CTFV is an arbovirus whose major vector is the tick Dermacentor andersoni. It was of interest, therefore, to assess readthrough in the commercially available (Promega) in vitro translation system derived from insect cells (prepared from the Spodoptera frugiperda Sf21 cell line), which may be a more relevant cell type. As can be seen in Figure 5C , the pattern of readthrough observed in the insect cell lysate with FIGURE 4. Investigating the role of the CTFV stimulatory RNA loop region in readthrough. Bases within arm 1 of stem 2 (S2, purple), arm 2 of stem 2 and arm 1 of stem 3 (S2/3, blue), or arm 2 of stem 3 (S3, red) were changed to the complementary Watson-Crick bases (e.g., in S2, CGAGAGU was replaced by GCUCUCA) and readthrough measured as detailed in the legend to Figure 1. A deletion mutation was also tested (L7, green), in which most of the main loop was removed (boundaries of the deletion indicated by a dotted line), leaving the seven nucleotides highlighted in green.
the test mRNAs was in complete accordance with that seen in RRL. This indicates that insect ribosomes are able to recognize the stimulatory elements of the CTFV readthrough signal and supports the biological relevance of the data acquired in RRL. As can be seen in Figure 5 , no readthrough was observed when the UGA stop codon was replaced by UAA or UAG; thus, insect cells do not appear to contain a suppressor tRNA capable of reading UAA or UAG in the context of the CTFV signal.
Absence of ribosomal pausing at the CTFV readthrough site
One possible role of the stimulatory hairpin is to induce ribosomal pausing over the stop codon, increasing the time for the action of a suppressor tRNA. Such RNA structureinduced ribosomal pausing has been extensively documented at sites of ribosomal frameshifting (for review, see Brierley et al. 2007 ). To test this possibility, pausing was assayed using an established time course assay (Somogyi et al. 1993; Kontos et al. 2001 ) and an mRNA derived from plasmid pPS0-CTFV-121-CGA, which contains the CTFV-121 readthrough signal cloned in-frame within the influenza PB1 gene, and the UGA codon replaced by CGA. The extent of pausing was estimated by comparing the levels of a translational intermediate corresponding to pausing at the stem-loop with that of full-length polypeptide produced during a time course of translation in RRL. To facilitate detection of intermediates corresponding to ribosomal pausing, the standard translation reaction was modified in two ways. First, the reactions were carried out at 26°C rather than 30°C, since the general reduction in the rate of translation at the lower temperature creates a longer ''window'' for recognition of translational intermediates. Second, in order to simplify the pattern of intermediates observed, translation was synchronized by the addition of edeine, a potent inhibitor of initiation (Szer and Kurylo-Borowska 1970) , 3 min after the start of the reaction. As a positive control, an RNA containing the ribosomal frameshifting signal of the coronavirus infectious bronchitis virus (IBV) (pPS1a) (Kontos et al. 2001 ) was also assayed. As can be seen in Figure 6 , both mRNAs specified the synthesis of a full-length product of z68 kDa. In the case of the control mRNA derived from pPS1a, a transient translational intermediate was seen (asterisk), whose size was consistent with it being derived from pausing at the IBV RNA pseudoknot. Indeed, identification of this polypeptide as a pseudoknot-induced product was further strengthened by the observation that it comigrated with the translation product of transcripts from pPS0 digested with XhoI, which cleaves the plasmid at the position of the inserted pseudoknot sequence of pPS1a. However, a pause product was completely absent in translations of pPS0-CTFV-121-CAG, indicating that the stimulatory activity in readthrough of the CTFV stem-loop does not seem to be mediated through the induction of ribosomal pausing. Table 2 . In the mutations shown in this panel, the +1 CGG codon was replaced by GGG, CUA, GUA, or deleted (DCGG), and the À1 UGU codon replaced by GAC. (C) A selection of CTFV RNAs were translated in an insect cell lysate expression system. The asterisked bands are present in unprogrammed translations and are the products of endogenous mRNAs present in the lysate. Further details are provided in Table 1 .
Stop-codon readthrough in CTFV
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DISCUSSION
Stop codon readthrough has been documented in the expression of several viral and cellular genes (for review, see Namy and Rousset 2010) . It is an elegant way to produce two proteins from a single mRNA, and in a defined ratio, with the potential for modulating this ratio through trans-acting factors. In gammaretroviruses, targeting of the viral replicase enzymes (derived from Pol) into virions is achieved by virtue of their expression as a C-terminal extension of Gag, following readthrough. Regarding CTFV, the role of readthrough is not fully understood, but the potential benefits are apparent. Viruses of the family Reoviridae have segmented, double-stranded RNA genomes that are synthesized within the protective space of the assembling capsid, which imposes a constraint on genome segment number. Readthrough could well be an adaptation to allow the synthesis of an additional protein without exceeding the maximum number of segments. The importance of maintaining a defined ratio of VP9 (a structural component of the viron) and VP99 (a cytoplasmic protein of unknown function) remains to be determined. There is evidence that the levels of VP99 diminish late in the virus replication cycle (Mohd Jaafar et al. 2004 ), but whether this reflects virus-controlled modulation of readthrough or is a consequence of diminished host cell viability remains to be determined. The idea that the efficiency of readthrough can be modulated is not without precedent. In MuLV, the viral reverse transcriptase itself can bind to and sequester eRF1, promoting readthrough and stimulating Gag-Pol synthesis to levels necessary for efficient replication of the virus (Orlova et al. 2003) . Expression of the readthrough product of the Drosophila Kel gene also appear to be regulated-in this case during embryonic development-but the molecular basis is not understood (Robinson and Cooley 1997) .
In the present study, we show that efficient readthrough in CTFV requires the presence of a downstream RNA stem-loop stimulator, supporting the view that many Type II readthrough signals have such stimulatory elements (Firth et al. 2011) . To date, the beststudied readthrough stimulatory RNA structure is the MuLV pseudoknot (Wills et al. 1991; Feng et al. 1992; Alam et al. 1999) . In vitro assays have revealed a requirement for certain evolutionarily conserved primary sequence elements within the MuLV signal, including several bases in loop 3 of the pseudoknot and within the 8-base spacer separating the recoded UAG and pseudoknot (Wills et al. 1994; Alam et al. 1999) . The requirement for particular nucleotides in this pseudoknot does not seem to reflect an explicit structural role (Alam et al. 1999) , indicating that they could be involved in interactions with a component(s) of the translation apparatus or other cytoplasmic factor(s). In contrast to the MuLV signal, the CTFV stimulatory RNA is a stemloop and has no obvious primary nucleotide sequence requirements. Furthermore, there is no requirement for the loop substructures, and the upper portion of stem 1 is probably also dispensible for readthrough. Given the obvious differences between the MuLV and CTFV signals, an important question is how such disparate structures promote readthrough. The stimulatory RNAs presumably act to modulate the rate at which the stop codon is recognized by eRF1-eRF3 in competition with suppressor tRNA, but whether this is achieved by the same mechanism is debatable. In principle, cis-acting RNA structures could: (1) modulate ribosome activity directly through mRNA-protein or mRNA-rRNA interactions; (2) interfere with release-factor function through steric hindrance, sequestration, or modulation of other proteins involved in termination (e.g., Gross et al. 2007 ); (3) recruit other factors that modulate release-factor function, e.g., through phosphorylation/dephosphorylation (Le Roy et al. 2005) , or (4) pause ribosomes in the act of decoding the stop codon, perhaps by providing a barrier to unwinding by a ribosome-associated helicase (Takyar et al. 2005; Qu et al. 2011) . In the latter scenario, stalling may bias the system toward readthrough passively, simply providing more time for suppressor tRNA binding, or actively, by introducing tension into the mRNA as the structure is unwound, stalling the elongation cycle in a state where release factor access or stop codon recognition is reduced. Effects of mRNA tension on ribosome function have already been proposed to play a role in the related phenomenon, ribosomal frameshifting (Plant and Dinman 2005; Namy et al. 2006) .
Presently, the evidence favors the view that readthrough can be induced through numerous pathways. Aminoglycoside candidates for therapeutic intervention in diseases arising from pathogenic nonsense mutations are believed to stimulate readthrough through direct binding to, and modulation of ribosome function (for review, see Pokrovskaya et al. 2010) . Readthrough can also be stimulated by sequestration or removal of release factors, or other factors involved in termination (Orlova et al. 2003; Gross et al. 2007; Bolger et al. 2008; Namy et al. 2008; Khoshnevis et al. 2010;  for review, see Namy and Rousset 2010). We do not know how stimulatory RNAs promote readthrough, but it seems likely that their function is mediated by direct interaction with the ribosome. Consistent with this, in both CTFV and MuLV, the nucleotide spacing between the recoded stop codon and downstream stimulatory RNA is of a length (8 nt) consistent with an interaction with the ribosome at the time that decoding of the stop codon is taking place. What is intriguing, however, is that the CTFV stimulatory RNA is unable to promote ribosomal pausing in vitro, despite the presence of a long helix of considerable predicted stability (DG = À33 kcal/mol). This is the first time that readthrough signal-induced pausing has been investigated, so it is premature to suggest that this will hold true for other structured readthrough signals. Nevertheless, it does provide support for the view, together with other evidence (Wills et al. 1994) , that readthrough stimulatory RNAs differ in their mechanism of action from frameshift-promoting structures, since all functional frameshift sites analyzed to date have been shown to be capable of inducing ribosomal pausing (although there is debate about how closely frameshifting efficiency and the extent of pausing are correlated) (Kontos et al. 2001) .
The stem-loop is an important element of the CTFV readthrough signal, but additional elements of local sequence context flanking the UGA stop codon are also required. Given the similarity between the primary sequence in this region of CTFV (59-UGACGGUGU-39) and certain other Type II readthrough signals (e.g., tobacco rattle tobravirus RNA-1 [TRV]: 59-UGACGGUUU-39), this is perhaps unsurprising. Systematic studies have revealed that local context effects (as opposed to secondary structural effects) can extend as far as 9 nt downstream from the stop codon (Namy et al. 2001; Harrell et al. 2002) . How these contexts promote readthrough is not known, but conceivably they could act by binding to rRNA. A complementarity between the TMV signal and a region of helix 16 of 18S rRNA has been noted (Namy et al. 2001) ; if such mRNA:rRNA interactions occur, they could modulate the decoding process through effects on the binding or activity of the release factor complex or near-cognate tRNAs. In support of this, it is known that many rRNA mutants affect termination, presumably through similar routes (Arkov and Murgola 1999) . Bases immediately 59 of the stop codon can also affect readthrough, and this is true for CTFV. It is not clear whether this is through the identity of the tRNA in the P-site (and/or its encoded amino acid) and its subsequent influence on the termination reaction (for review, see Bertram et al. 2001) , or some effect of the bases themselves on the structure of the mRNA in the decoding site (Tork et al. 2004 ).
An interesting aspect of the CTFV signal is that readthrough appears to be restricted to UGA, both in RRL, insect cell lysates, and transfected mammalian cells. Suppression of both UGA and UAG (but to a much lesser extent, UAA) in the context of the MuLV signal is known to occur efficiently in RRL (Feng et al. 1989) and in a FIGURE 6. The CTFV stem-loop stimulatory RNA does not induce ribosomal pausing. Messenger RNAs derived from AvaII-cut pPS0-CTFV-106-CGA were translated in RRL for 3 min at 26°C prior to addition of edeine to 5 mM. Aliquots were removed at various times post-edeine addition, translation stopped, and products resolved on a 10% SDS-polyacrylamide gel. As a positive control, the experiment was also carried out with an mRNA derived from AvaII-cut pPS1a, which contains the frameshift-promoting pseudoknot of the coronavirus IBV at the equivalent position in the mRNA as the CTFV stimulatory RNA in pPS0-CTFV-106-CGA. The expected size of the pausing product (Pex; shown by an asterisk) was marked by translating RNA produced from XhoI-cleaved pPS0 (C2). Control C1 represents the translation product produced from the mRNAs in the absence of added edeine. mammalian cell line (COS-7) (R Ramarao and I Brierley, unpubl.); thus, some feature of the CTFV signal must prevent the action of a UAG suppressor tRNA. Selective suppression of the UGA stop codon in RRL has also been observed for the Sindbis virus readthrough signal (Li and Rice 1993) . A similar analysis of TRV also revealed specificity for UGA, albeit readthrough in the tRNA-depleted wheat germ system used was dependent upon the addition of a specific UGA suppressor, tRNA Trp (CmCA). (Urban et al. 1996) . Interestingly, the mRNAs used in the Sindbis and TRV experiments lacked the recently identified stemloop stimulators (Firth et al. 2011 ); thus, it may be that the specificity of stop codon suppression is mediated through local context effects. Paradoxically, studies of the Type I readthrough signal of TMV, where readthrough is promoted solely by local sequence context, have revealed a general lack of stop codon specificity (Skuzeski et al. 1991; Zerfass and Beier 1992; Harrell et al. 2002) . Thus, further work will be required to untangle the mechanism of selective stop codon suppression. We have considered the possibility that the UGA specificity of the CTFV signal could be accounted for if the stop codon was recognized by the selenocysteine insertion machinery (and that the VP99 fusion protein is a selenoprotein). However, this seems unlikely. There is no obvious selenocysteine insertion element within the 39 UTR of CTFV Seg-9 and, in addition, RRL is limited in the protein SBP2 necessary for efficient insertion of Sec tRNA [Ser] Sec in response to UGA (see Fixsen and Howard 2010) .
RNA folding programs suggest the formation of stable RNA secondary structures immediately downstream from the stop codon of a number of the experimentally verified readthrough signals and some of the many candidates that are predicted from database screening programs (Namy et al. 2003; Sato et al. 2003; Williams et al. 2004 ) and from comparative genomics (Lin et al. 2007 ) (although there has yet to be an exhaustive survey). Given the frequent presence of extended 39 structural elements at readthrough sites, the challenge will be to determine how they function.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Construction of plasmids
A cDNA clone of CTFV Seg-9 in plasmid pcDNA3 was the kind gift of Dr. Houssam Attoui (Institute for Animal Health, Pirbright, UK). A 307-bp PCR fragment (generated using Pfu polymerase [Stratagene] ) spanning the region 16 bp upstream of the VP9 UGA and 288 bp downstream was subcloned from this plasmid into BamHI and SalI-cut plasmid p2luc (Grentzmann et al. 1998) to generate the readthrough reporter plasmid CTFV-307. Related derivatives with 39 truncations of increasing size were prepared by PCR amplification from CTFV-307 using primers tailed with BamHI and SalI restriction enzyme sites and ligated into appropriately cleaved p2luc. A schematic description of the organization of p2luc-CTFV constructs is shown in Figure 1 .
Plasmid pPS0-CTFV-106-CGA, used in the study of ribosomal pausing, was prepared by PCR amplication of the 106-bp of viral sequence from CTFV-106 using primers tailed with XhoI and PvuII and cloning into XhoI/PvuII-cut plasmid pPS0 (Kontos et al. 2001 ). Subsequently, the VP9 UGA codon was replaced with CGA by site-directed mutagenesis, performed using the Quikchange II site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene) according to manufacturer's instructions. For measurement of readthrough in insect cell lysates, cDNAs were prepared from CTFV-plasmids by PCR and subcloned into AsiSI/EcoRI-cut insect expression vector pF25A ICE T7 (Promega). The PCR products included sequence information from the start codon of the upstream rluc reporter to the unique EcoRI site within the downstream fluc reporter gene. All plasmid sequences were confirmed by dideoxy sequencing (using the facility at the Department of Biochemistry, University of Cambridge).
In vitro transcription and translation
CTFV reporter plasmids were linearized with EcoRI and capped run-off transcripts generated using T7 RNA polymerase as described (Girnary et al. 2007 ). Messenger RNAs were recovered by a single extraction with phenol/chloroform (1:1 v/v), followed by ethanol precipitation. Remaining unincorporated nucleotides were removed by gel filtration through a NucAway spin column (Ambion). The eluate was concentrated by ethanol precipitation, the mRNA resuspended in water, checked for integrity by agarose gel electrophoresis, and quantified by spectrophotometry.
Messenger RNAs were translated in Flexi rabbit reticulocyte lysate (FlexiRRL, Promega) programmed with 50 mg/mL of template mRNA. Typical reactions were of 10 mL and composed of 60% (v/v) FlexiRRL, 20 mM amino acids (lacking methionine), 500 mM MgOAc, 2 mM DTT, 5 U of RNAse inhibitor (RNAguard, GE Healthcare Life Sciences), 140 mM KCl, and 0.2 MBq [
35 S]methionine. Reactions were incubated for 1 h at 30°C and stopped by the addition of an equal volume of 10 mM EDTA, 100 mg/mL of RNase A, followed by incubation at room temperature for 20 min. Samples were prepared for SDS-PAGE by the addition of 10 vol of 23 Laemmli's sample buffer (Laemmli 1970) , boiled for 3 min, and resolved on 12% SDS-polyacrylamide gels. Dried gels were exposed to a Cyclone Plus Storage Phosphor Screen (Perkin Elmer), the screen scanned using a Typhoon TRIO Variable Mode Imager (GE Healthcare) in storage phosphor autoradiography mode, and bands were quantified using ImageQuantTL software (GE Healthcare). The calculations of readthrough efficiency take into account the differential methionine content of the various products. Translations in insect cell lysates were carried out using a coupled TnT T7 insect cell expression system (Promega). Reactions comprised 80% (v/v) TnT T7 ICE master mix, 100 mg/mL of plasmid DNA, and 14.8 MBq/mL of [ 35 S]methionine (PerkinElmer, >1000 Ci/mMole). Following incubation at 30°C for 4 h, reactions were stopped and samples prepared and analyzed as above.
Readthrough assays in tissue culture
293T cells were maintained in Dulbecco's modification of Eagle's medium supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal calf serum. Plasmids were transfected using a commercial liposome method (FuGene 6, Roche). Cells were seeded in dishes of a 24-well plate and grown
